On May 22, 1856, South Carolina Congressman Preston Brooks approached the desk of Massachusetts Senator Charles Sumner following a meeting on the floor of the Senate chamber. As Sumner was busily writing, Brooks calmly announced in a low voice, “Mr. Sumner, I have read your speech twice over carefully. It is a libel on South Carolina, and Mr. Butler, who is a relative of mine.”¹ These were the last words Sumner heard before he was repeatedly struck by Brooks’s cane.² As the blows rained down on Sumner’s head, he attempted to rise from his chair and defend himself. However, his thighs were pinned down between his chair and his desk, which was anchored to the floor of the Senate chamber—Sumner was in no position to escape. As Sumner
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² Ibid., 294. This is Sumner’s version of Brooks’s speech. Brooks’s version is longer and more detailed but Donald finds Sumner’s version more reliable. For Brooks’s version of the speech see: Harold S. Schultz, *Nationalism and Sectionalism in South Carolina 1852-1860* (Durham, NC: Duke University Press, 1950), 117.
struggled, Preston Brooks continued using his cane to lay brutal stripes across his victim’s head until Sumner, in a final act of desperation to save his own life, applied his adrenaline-fueled strength to tear his desk from its moorings.

Sumner received close to ten stripes to the head at this point. The blows tore open his scalp and blood poured into his eyes, rendering him temporarily blind. Coupled with the confusion resulting from concussions to the grey matter within his skull, this blindness left him just as defenseless as he was while trapped beneath his desk. Yet, Brooks was unyielding, and continued to strike at Sumner even after his cane had snapped in two. Sumner began to flail his arms about randomly, convulsing uncontrollably as moaning guttural noises emanated from his mouth, likely symptomatic of a seizure caused by the beating. Brooks continued to strike. Lapsing into total unconsciousness, Sumner began to fall, and knocked over another anchored desk. Before he could hit the ground, however, Brooks caught him by the lapel of his jacket and held him up as he continued with his beating.

After a total of thirty blows had been applied to Sumner’s skull, what was left of Brooks’s cane had disintegrated into splinters, leaving only the gold handle intact in his fist. The beating only came to an end when fellow Senators and Congressman, reacting to the ruckus, came to Sumner’s aid and restrained Brooks. They described the shoulders of Sumner’s jacket as being saturated with blood through to his waistcoat and shirt underneath, both of which were also covered in blood. Sumner subsequently laid in critical condition for months after the attack and did not return to his seat in the Senate for another three years.

What motivated Preston Brooks’s vicious attack on Charles Sumner? The short answer can be found in Brooks’s preface to the attack: Brooks believed himself to be defending the honor of his family and fellow citizens of South Carolina. But even this, possibly oversimplified, answer raises a number of questions. Why did Brooks believe this attack, which today seems grossly disproportionate to the offense, to be justified? Was Brooks’s response to Sumner’s speech appropriate in antebellum Southern culture? Does this attack point to any cultural
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themes that were promoted and maintained in the antebellum South? After reviewing the circumstances leading up to the attack and examining the cultural pressures to defend honor within antebellum Southern society, I believe that the answers to these questions will show that the “Bleeding Sumner” incident represented a microcosmic example of the cultural motivations for the Civil War.

The speech that had offended Brooks had been delivered by Sumner two days prior to the attack. In the speech, Sumner condemned the ongoing violence in “Bleeding Kansas” and accused South Carolina Senator Andrew Butler of promoting such violence by virtue of his expressed desire that Kansas would emerge from the conflict as a slave state. Sumner also referred to Butler as an American equivalent of Don Quixote, claiming that he had taken a “harlot” mistress that, in Butler’s deluded mind, was a woman of virtue—the mistress Sumner referred to was slavery. Sumner also ridiculed Butler’s physical impairments that caused him to slur his speech and emit spittle as he spoke.

Butler’s cousin, Preston Brooks, was deeply offended when he heard of Sumner’s insulting remarks. Yet, Brooks did not act impulsively. He waited until the speech had been transcribed and after “carefully reading” the speech twice and conferring with friends, he made the decision to attack Sumner. In his deliberations he never considered whether or not he should take offense to Sumner’s rhetoric. He only concerned himself with how Sumner should be punished. After considering a number of traditional options, including dueling, lashing with a horsewhip, or beating with a cowhide, Brooks decided on the use of a gutta-percha cane as an appropriate, and supposedly durable, weapon. Brooks decided against the traditional use of a horsewhip or a cow’s hide because Sumner was three inches taller than Brooks and at least thirty pounds heavier. Sumner could have easily overpowered Brooks if given an opportunity to wrest the weapon from his grasp. Given this issue, Brooks decided on a gutta-percha cane with a gold handle that weighed eleven and one-half ounces and tapered from one
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inch at the handle to three-quarters of an inch at the end. The light weight of the cane would allow Brooks to make repeated quick strikes to disable Sumner at the beginning of the fight and thereby prevent a defensive counter-attack.  

Just in case Brooks was harboring any thoughts of not redressing Sumner’s insults, his friends had continually asked him following Sumner’s speech: “Has the chivalry of South Carolina escaped, and is this to be tame submission?” Not responding to such criticism would certainly have left Brooks powerless in his home state, as he would have been seen as devoid of honor and courage. Although Brooks had stated in a truce with a Northern congressman two years earlier that he had abandoned sectionalism and instead supported what he termed “Constitutionalism,” the offense to his state and family honor was too great to be ignored. He felt this had to be answered swiftly and severely, regardless of any intimations in the past that would have tolerated a rude difference of opinion from a Northerner, especially a Northerner as outspoken as Charles Sumner.

It is possible that Brooks’s need to be seen by his peers as a man of honor was his highest priority. Without his reputation as a “man of honor,” he was unlikely to gain campaign supporters or Southern endorsement of his motions in the House of Representatives. The concept of honor was the cultural cornerstone of the gentlemen’s society in the antebellum South. While this concept was certainly not foreign to those in the North, it took on a different significance there. Honor in the North referred to one’s personal morality, honesty, integrity, and reliability. To have honor in the South, however, a gentleman needed all of these qualities and to be vigorously supportive of the Southern way of life.

This need to support the Southern way of life was founded on the premise that Southern culture was perfect. The insistence on perfection was applied to every aspect of Southern life, ranging from the South’s slave-supported agricultural economy to Southern customs.
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preferences in literature, and even leisure activities. Each of these institutions and customs had to be defended aggressively lest they be esteemed to lose their perfect luster.

A key reason that sectionalism developed in antebellum America was because Southerners resented that Northerners had altered traditional American culture by adopting industrialism and abolitionist beliefs. Southerners perceived these changes as a slight on conservative Southern culture. For Northerners to suggest that any variance to this tradition represented a more “enlightened” approach to life, struck at the heart of Southern identity and Southern pride in its traditions. 8 Southern gentlemen, however, had a means of dealing with others’ claims of superiority—the “Southern Code”.

The Southern Code was not a written law, but an unspoken tradition that prescribed proper behavior and specific punishment for those who deviated from the “proper” course. It covered nearly every aspect of a Southern gentleman’s life, including: how a gentleman should speak to a woman, the proper relationship between a white man and his slave, the proper mode of dueling with other gentlemen, and the appropriate means of punishment for slander. 9 Yet, the Code’s prescribed punishments were not meant to apply solely to the uncouth brigands in the North. In the Southern gentleman’s mind they were applicable to any dispute between men in the North or the South. In an argument in 1848 between Georgia State Judge Francis Cone and future Confederate Vice President Alexander Stephens, for example, the latter ended up being stabbed eighteen times by the former over a misunderstanding regarding a rumor that Cone had challenged Stephens’s honor. 10 This violent defense of honor was part of a long tradition of Southern justice
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that had been handed down for generations. Andrew Jackson’s mother famously taught him in Tennessee to “[never] sue anybody for slander or assault and battery. Always settle them cases yourself!”\textsuperscript{11} Jackson was obedient to his mother’s counsel and lived to fight in many duels in the defense of his personal and family honor.\textsuperscript{12}

In the decades leading up to the Civil War, the values that the Southern Code defended were intensified. Disagreements over Northern non-enforcement of the Fugitive Slave Law of 1850 and the ongoing battle taking place in “Bleeding Kansas” served to fuel hatred for Northern abolitionism in the hearts of Southern men, especially slave owning aristocrats. Because the North did not have a “Gentlemen’s Code” like the Southern Code, Southerners were flabbergasted that Northerners allowed speech that specifically ridiculed traditional American beliefs such as the need for—and righteousness of—slavery. In the face of this apparent lack of respect for tradition exhibited by Northerners, Southerners retreated to the familiar emotional and intellectual territory carved out by Southern traditional culture and the Southern Code. This was evident in the South’s strong embrace of literature that romanticized the concept of the chivalrous gentleman knight fighting to protect the honor of fair maidens and family. The favored author of such books was Sir Walter Scott, made famous for his classic adventure tales such as \textit{Ivanhoe} (1820), \textit{Rob Roy} (1817), and \textit{Waverly} (1814), among many others. Mark Twain quipped that prior to the Civil War, the South had “Sir Walter disease.”\textsuperscript{13} Modern historian Rollin Osterweis wrote, “Instead of looking awkwardly for the days of knighthood, the South was convinced that it [was] living in them.”\textsuperscript{14}

The decades preceding the Civil War saw the emergence of a new type of gentleman known as the Southern cavalier. These cavaliers were a kind of puffed up Southern gentleman playboy that viewed himself as
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a valiant knight of royal white descent who claimed the right to demand reverence. Sumner ridiculed this Southern identity in his “Bleeding Kansas” speech, accusing Andrew Butler of living in an imagined world of chivalrous knighthood fueled by repeated readings of fantasy adventure books. Given Osterweis’s observation that Southern cavaliers truly saw themselves as knights, Sumner’s insinuation that the Southern cavalier was essentially an “emperor with no clothes” could not be tolerated. It struck directly at the heart of Southern identity and the concept of honor held by the cavaliers and stripped them of it in dramatic fashion. Brooks and his peers could not allow such an insult to go unanswered without losing credibility and tacitly admitting that his kinsmen had been living a farce of an existence.

Southerners on the whole agreed with Brooks’s actions in defense of his honor, whether it was imagined or not. This is evidenced by the resounding support Brooks received from Southerners following the beating. Numerous canes were sent to him with notes encouraging a repeat of the attack on Sumner and other Northern abolitionists. One such example was sent by an elderly female constituent of Brooks’s that read, “the ladies of the South would be pleased to send [Brooks] hickory sticks with which to chastise abolitionists and Republicans.” Many newspapers heralded the attack as a righteous example of the kinds of actions that were then required to combat the increasing Northern disrespect for Southern values. Brooks even bragged, “The fragments of the stick are begged for as sacred relicts.” The Richmond Enquirer announced, “[The abolitionist Republicans] have grown saucy, and dare to be impudent to gentlemen...The truth is, they have been suffered to
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run too long without collars. They must be lashed into submission.”

Another Southern paper celebrated the, “classical caning which this outrageous Abolitionist received... at the hands of chivalrous Brooks.”

When a vote was taken in the House of Representatives to decide if Brooks should be expelled from the organization on account of his assault on Sumner, all but one of the Southern congressmen voted against expulsion. This broad support of Brooks was clearly a sign that the vast majority of Southerners believed strongly in the authority of the Southern Code. Not the least of which was Andrew Butler, who defended Brooks’s actions by saying that his cousin “[acted] under the dictates of high honor.”

Brooks defended himself by describing the attack as a quest for protection of honor in his speech on July 14, 1856 to the House of Representatives. He proclaimed, “Whatever insults my State insults me...I should have forfeited my own self-respect, and perhaps the good opinion of my countrymen, if I had failed to resent such an injury by calling the offender in question to a personal account.”

As if to signify that the House was not worthy of a man of Brooks’s caliber and honor, Brooks resigned his seat in the House at the end of his speech, but was promptly reelected by his constituents to another term in November.

Despite what Brooks, his constituents, and the papers were saying, support for Brooks’s actions was not unanimous in the South. While it is true that only one Southern congressman voted for expelling Brooks, Charles Sumner’s memoirs list three Southern congressmen that apologized for Brooks’s behavior. Given the political pressure from other Southern leaders to protect Brooks, two of the three congressmen later voted against Brooks’s expulsion in spite of their personal feelings on the matter. This scenario demonstrates the difficulty of determining
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how widespread the Southern negative opinion of Brooks was during this time. Not only was there massive peer pressure to support Brooks, but there were also gag rules and censorship in place in the South at that time. Mail was opened and any support of abolition or abolitionist rhetoricians was not allowed to be delivered. Citizens who voiced support for policies that would limit slavery in any way were at best shunned and more often than not run out of town or worse. In one extreme case, a newspaper distributor was hung in Arkansas for simply carrying a copy of the *New York Tribune*, which was published by the outspoken abolitionist Horace Greeley. Those who opposed secession faced similar fates. Some were killed or intimidated by threats of violence, some were simply paid off, while many others were aggressively pressured into signing petitions in support of secession.\(^{26}\)

However, as Bertram Wyatt-Brown concludes in his article, “Honor and Secession,” these tactics of intimidation and censorship were a means of preserving the honor of the South. Although there were many Southerners who disapproved of Brooks’s actions, we can be reasonably sure that the number of Brooks’s supporters far exceeded the number of his detractors. Even with the limitations on free speech put in place by Southern firebrands, we know that sectionalist rhetoric continued to ramp up in the next five years preceding the Civil War. Furthermore, secession and the war itself clearly prove general Southern agreement with Brooks.

By the mid 1850s, many Northerners also came to expect this type of violent response to aggressive abolitionist rhetoric from their Southern counterparts. Directly following Sumner’s speech on “Bleeding Kansas” his Northern friends in the Senate told him, “several of us are going home with you” to offer some defense against a likely Southern attack.\(^{27}\) This concern was not unwarranted. In the day following the speech, a congressman from Tennessee was overheard saying, “Mr. Sumner ought to be knocked down, and his face jumped into.”\(^{28}\) This
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expectation of violence by Northern senators and the threats of violence by Southern congressmen serve to further illustrate that the Southern Code’s requirement of violent action in response to disgrace was understood and complied with by Southerners, and was at least roughly understood by many Northerners. Unfortunately for Sumner, despite the warnings from his friends and the rumor mill around the capital, he never saw it coming. He was so fully converted to the liberal Northern mindset and so disgusted with slavery that he had somehow forgotten that his words might be met with severe personal punishment. He remarked shortly after regaining consciousness while in the capital following the flogging that he “could not believe that a thing like this was possible.”

Unionist Southern leaders knew that some violent response to challenges of Southern honor were not only possible, but likely. These few voices in the wilderness included a group of unionists in Mississippi. They believed that such behavior only represented a “fictitious chivalry” that defended an artificial sense of honor embraced by cavaliers that feared Northern abolitionism. John Potter of Alabama believed that the Southern instinct to claim honor for itself was a good one but in this case it was misplaced and misguided. Potter described this artificial form of Southern honor as “a morbid sense of honor” expressed by “[men] in disgrace” who “vainly seek to maintain their false view of true honor.” Potter also asserted that true honor does not require constant defensive reactions to challenges. This is because true honor is self-assuring and therefore transcends the need for approval from inferiors. The “morbid false honor” he believed the South embraced, was an honor derived from fear that was reinforced by making juvenile threats to others. Those found possessed by this type of honor were caught in a hypnotic trance that locked eyes with a chivalrous angel of death.

The Sumner beating and its aftermath clearly illustrate this form of Southern honor and how it was applied and maintained in antebellum life. The assault on Sumner was certainly motivated by a desire to pro-
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tect this honor. It was administered in a manner that was endorsed by the “Southern Code”; a code that existed for the purpose of defining and protecting honor. The fixation of the Southern gentry on this perceived need for honor motivated a violent response to the negative judgments cast by Northerners. Ultimately, this tendency to violent defense of honor helped to precipitate the Civil War and made the idea of entering into such a war more palatable to Southerners. It may have made some of them even relish it.\textsuperscript{31} Later, during the course of the Civil War, Southern General Thomas “Stonewall” Jackson expressed this Southern morbid honor sentiment at Harpers Ferry: “What is life without honor? Degradation is worse than death.”\textsuperscript{32}
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